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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
Functions Univalent in the Unit Disc 
111 this section we introduce the class S of univalent functions and some important 
related classes. We also give examples of the use of extreme point theory in solving 
linear extremal problems. 
Definition 1.1 A fuudion f{z) is callrd xinivalcni in « domain U C C if j (z) is 
(If jitinl in U and /(~i) ^ /(zg) for each pair of points z, and zg wHh z, ^ z^ in H. 
Definition 1.2 /I function ./(z) is said to be in the. class S if it is analytic and 
univalent in the unit A(0,1) = {z : |z| < 1}, and satisfies the conditions f(0) = 0 
and /'(()) = 1. 
The study of the class S seems to have started with Koebe at the beginning of 
this century. Koebe [12] proved the existence of an absolute constant r such that the 
disk {|.:| < ;•} is contained in /(A(0,1)) for every /(z) G S. Bieberbacli [2,3] found 
the best possible value of r to be In 191G, Uieberbach [3] showed that if ,/ (z) E S 
is giv(Mi by 
/(z) = z + ^ rt„z" (I.I) 
n=2 
then |«2| < 2. He then conjectured that in addition, 
|rt„| < 11, (n = 2, :3, ' l ,  • •  •) .  
2 
This conjcrtiire was one of the most challenging open problems of mathematics for 
68 years. It was proved by L. deBranges [i] in 1981. deBranges also proved that 
eqnality holds in (1.2) if and only if f{s) is given by 
= 9 6[0,2,r), 
where 
The fnnction k-(z) is known as the Koebe function. 
We now define some subclasses of S that have nice geometric |)roperties and 
serve as "test cases" for problems al.)out S. 
Definition 1.3 /I funcfion f(z) G S is calhd convex if f(A(0, l)) is a convcx sd. 
M r denofc (he class of convex functions by C. 
Definition 1.4 A fnnction f(z) € S is called typically real if f(z) is real for real 
values of z and nonrenl for nonreal values of z. We denote the class of typically real 
functions by T. 
Definition 1.5 The class of odd functions in S is denoted by 
The class C is closely related to the following subclass of analytic functions. 
Definition 1.6 A function p(z) analytic in A((), 1) and satisfying the conditions 
/)(0) = 1 and Ee{p{z)} > 0 for z G A(0,1) is said to be of positive real part. II r 
denote the class of such functions by P. 
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111  (his thesis we will study tlie problem of maximizing certain linear fnnctionals 
over some comjiact subsets of functions analytic in A(0,1). It was shown that [5] 
extreme point theory is useful in solving this type of problems. 
Definition 1.7 Ltt A be a subset of a vector space X and f E A. ll'V say f is an 
(.rtrniif point of A if lohcn fi,fi € A and ()<<<! with 
f  =  ^ / i  +  ( ^  —  0 / 2 5  
then f\ = /2. II r denote extreme points of A by extA. 
Definition 1.8 Let X be a topological vector space. Then the closed convex hull of 
A C A', denoted by'cô{A), is the smallest dosed convex set containing A. 
The following theorem (See [17]) shows that to find the maximum value of a 
linear functional over a compact set it suffices to find the maximum over the set of 
extreme points. 
Theorem 1.1 Let A be a locally convex linear topological space and let K C A be a 
eompuct set. If l(-r ) is a contin uous linear functional on X, then 
max/{c{/(:r)} = max R c i l l x ) ] .  
xeextK 
I f ,  i n  a d d i t i o n ,  W ) { K )  i s  c o m p a c t ,  t h e n  
max/?t {/(m-)} = max R (  { l { x ) } .  
•••eh- i-^cxtmrO) 
The following theorem of Brannan, C'lunie, and Kirwan [5] identifies ext(cô(P)). 
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Theorem 1.2 The extreme points of the closed convex hull of P consists of functions 
P o { ~ )  g i v e n  b y  
P o [ z )  = I ^ , 0  E [0,27r). (1.2) 
Tlic Cut lowing two tlieorenis clue to L. Brickinan, T. II. Mac Gregor, aiul D. R. 
Wilkeii [()] determine cxt(cô(C')) and ext(cô(r)), respective!}'. 
Theorem 1.3 The extreme points of the closed convex hull of C consists of functions 
Cfl(~) given by 
c o { z ) =  ,  O e [ Q , 2 n ) .  (1.3) 
1 — e'"z 
Theorem 1.4 The extreme points of the closed convex hull ofT consists of functions 
to(:) given by 
The piohlcni of determining the collection of all extreme points of and S 
are still open |)roljlems. 
The following three theorems are immediate consequences of applications of the 
Theorems 1.2, 1.3, and 1.4, respectively. 
Theorem 1.5 f f  
f{z) = l  + f^b„~'^EP, (1.5) 
then 
|/)„|<2, („ = 1,2,3,...) (1.6) 
This inequality is sharp. 
Theorem 1.6 € C is given by (1.1), then 
I'tuI < 1, (n = 2,3,4, •••)• (i.7) 
Strict inequalUy holds in (1.7) unless f{z) = cg(z), for .some 0 G [0,27r). 
Theorem 1.7 I f  J ' { s )  E T is given by (1.1), then 
I n I ^ ("• — 2, • • ')• (] .8) 
This inrqualify is sharp for each fixed n. 
The coefficicnl piol.ileiii for the class is still an open problem. LItl lewooil 
and Paley [11] showed that for functions f{z) — z + E there 
exists an absolute constant such that |<ï2ji+i1 < A, [n = 1,2,3, •••)• Then they went 
on to conjecture that |«2)!+i| < 1, [n = 1,2,3, •••)• This conjecture was proved to 
he false at least for n = 2, by Fekete and Szego [10]. Mi lin [15] has shown (hat 
k'27i+i| ^ 1.1-1, [u = 1,2,3, • • •). This is the best global result known, though sharp 
results for some individual coefficients have been found. 
Faber Polynomials 
In this section we give a brief discussion of the Faber polynomials associated 
with a simply connected and bounded domain $7 C C with analytic boundary. 
Definition 1.9 Define S to be the class of functions g(z) analytic and univalent in 
A = {c ; |c| > 1} with 
</(-)  =  ^  +  £^7'  (1.9) 
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Definition 1.10 Let il be a simply connected, bounded domain in C with 0 6 (h 
Assume n has capacity 1 and a function g{~) E S is the unique mapping of A onto 
C \ il. Then the Faber polynomials, '^-^sociatvd unth il (or (j{z)) are 
d( fined by the generating function relation [7, p.218] 
Siibslitutiug (1.9) into (1.10) and equating like ])oweis of ^ yields 
^>o(~) = 1, (Ml) 
(])](z) = z - Co, (1.12) 
and the recursion relation, 
ïi —1 
<I>„+i(~) = (~ - co)<I>„(.:) -  ^  c„_fcî>i.(::) - [n + J)c„, (?? = 1,2,3, • • •) (1.13) 
Hence 0„(z) is a nionic polynomial of degree n 
The following theorem [18, p.130] provides another proof that ^„(.r) is a monic 
|)olynomial of degree n. 
Theorem 1.8 Let {<I>„(.r)}'^_y be the Faber polynomials associated with */ G S. Then 
<I>„(~) is the principal paii «/(i/~'(~))" nt z = oo, i.e. 
as z -+ oo. (1.11) 
Proof; For ?• > 1, let F,. = {'/('"f^'"), ^ € [0,27r)} and i l , .  I)e the inside of T,.. 
(Note = il.) Let !<»•</)< oo. By tlie Cauchy Integral Formula, it follows from 
(1.10) that 
'riien 
^ ( 1.15) 
l-KlJVr^ W-Z 
Since (j{oo) = oo and (/'(oo) = 1 we may write 
n=0 ~ 
( " I / \ 
l'or sulficiently large values of z. Thus the function has a pole of order n 
IV — z 
at w = oo, and we may write (1.15) as 
r'(»')''" 
/|ii'|=/? w — z 
where R is sudiciently targe. Writing 
(//-'(«.))" = U." + + • • • + D("l + —+ + (1.17: 
and 
1 1 , , z" 
1 r H 1 -77 + IV — ~ tv w'^ 
and then taking the product we obtain from (1.16) that 
#,,(:) = z" + + • • • + D<"'. 
LU' 
We conclude this section by giving three examples of Faber polynomials: 
Example 1.0.1 Let 
( j { z )  =  
Tbtn 
(/(A) = A = C\A(0,1). 
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SubsiUuiiug g(() = ( into (l. tO) yields 
p I -X' 'X< 
7Z-; = 7—T = E -"r" = E 
^ ^ J — — ïl=0 7f=:0 
Hrnce the Faber polynomials associated with A(0, I) are {2"}^=o-
Example 1.0.2 Let 
< j ( z )  =  z  +  ^  
aiul r > 1 .  Thf u 
girc'") = 7-t'^ +  — =  ( ? •  +  — )cosé' +  i { r  — 0  E [0,'27r). 
4r 4î- 47' 
Ifrnre .(/(/'t'") is a parametric reprcseutatioii oj an ellipse with foci at the points ±1 
IIV deduce that 
y ( A )  =  C \ E  w h e r e  
• WW' WW  ^
Snl)s1itnting y(^) = ^  + — into (LIO) gives 
where 
Then we hare 
Substituting 
^ f j ' ( C )  _  i e  - 1  _ .  
z + \/z^ - 1 z - y/z'^ - 1 6 = 6 = r: 
~ 2 ~ 2 
y ( i )  —  z  i l  —  ^ 2  \  ( — & 
(1 - 6 = - i, 
9 
e ^ z"^ — l + z\/z'^ — l j-(i-: - ^  = r, = (i vz-' - 1, 
and 
6: - i = 
into (no) (jives 
(»'(() , , 1 /' 6 . 6 \ 
=  i  +  E ( 6 " + 6 " ) r " .  
ïl=l 
Ilcncr U foliotes from (1.10) that 
*T*o(z) = J, 
4 ^ 1 , =  ^ i "  +  ^ 2 "  =  2  " [ ( z  +  \/z^ — 1) + (î — \/z^ — 1 ) ], (n = 1,2,3, • • •). 
I I V  scc that the Fabcr polynoinials associated urith E arc the inonic Chcbyshrv pohj-
nomials of (-1,1). 
Example 1.0.3 [.et 
1 
T h c n ( j ( A )  i s  t h e  e x t e r i o r  o f  t h e  t h r e e - c v s p e d  h y p o c y c l o i d  ( s h o w n  i n  F i g u r e  L I )  w h o . t e  
paranniric equation is given by 
Z = e:'" + 0 < 0 < 27r. 
Using (1.11), (1.12). and (1.J3) we find that the Faber polynomials, 
a.ssoeiated with g(z) = z + are given by 
<l>u(c) = 1, 
10 
- 0 . 5  
-1 
Figure l.J: Three Cuspecl llypocycloid 
11 
$l(z) = Z, 
$2(Z) = 
$3(Z) = Z" -
and 
I 
<l>,i+j(^) = z0„(z) - -<P„_2(i), {n = 3,4,5, •••)• 
Faber Series 
In lliis .section we (li.scus.s Iiovv Faber polynomials may be used to represeut 
analytic functions in more general domains than disks. 
Theorem 1.9 ([.!•{, p-'l'2]} Let g E S and be the Fahrr polynomials 
associafed wilb <j. Suppose F(z) is a function analytic in Î),. = inside o/' ^(| :| = 
)•), for some r > 1. 
( i )  T h e n  F ( z )  h a s  t h e  r e p r e s e n t a t i o n  
— iZ ^ E n,. (1.20) 
ï i=0 
where 




Ï I—»- 'X* V  
(ii) The scries tjiven in (l.!2()) converges uniformly on compact stihseis of il,.. 
(Hi) The expansion of F{z) as Faber series given by (1.20) is unique. 
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( i v )  C o n v c r s h j ,  i f  i s  a  s e q u e n c e  w i t h  liinsup„_^,^, j Ihcii lire 
'X' 
sericff ^ represrnfs an onalylic fvnction iv fl,.. 
)i=0 
Proof; (i) Let. 1 < /) < r and let = g(|z| = p). For z E Hp, the C'cuicliy Integral 
Formula gives 
/•(-) = ^  / f ^ d w  =  ^ f  
27r/. Jvp w - z 2171 J\^\=p giO ~ ^  




where A„ is given by (1.21). lutercliange ol integration ami summation is justified 
by uniform convergence of the 
a compact subset of f2,j. Since 
series Y] to ' for If I = p and in 
,1=0 i/(s) — ^ 
iMp = max |F(</(.:))I < oo 
if. follows from (1.21) that 
lim sup < -limsup (max |F(g(z))|)^/" = 
II — .X. p II—-X \~\—P P  
Let ting p —* r completes tlie proof of (i). 
( i i )  L e t  K  C H,. be a compact set. Choose p  so that K  C H p .  Then 
I /-
where 
2ni J\i\=p (M) - z < M p"+^ 
M  =  m a x  
1(1=/', -6/v f / ( f )  -  -
Now choose p' so that p < p' < r. Then as in the proof of part (i) 
13 
Ttieieloi p if z E A, tlieu 
A/  /  
Jlciice, l)y the VVeierstrass M-test, the series ^converges tiniforiiily on 
7 1=0 
compact subsets ol" lut Pp. Letting p r completes the proof. 
(iii) Let 
U=0 T1=0 
Then lor i  < p < r 
l^roni (1.11) we have 
,TI=0 
(/z = 0. (1.22) 
<l>„((/(r)) = z" + O as z —+ oo. (1.23) 
Substituting (1.23) into (1.22) yields 
/1„, - B,n = 0, V/?; > 0. 
This proves assertion (iii). 
(iv) Let 
/K :) = ^ /l,, :"-
ïi=0 
1 
Since llni sup„_,^ < - the series ^ converges nnilorinly for |:| < r and 
'  7 ) = ( )  
A ( z )  is analytic in A(0,r). For each p  with I  <  p  <  7 \  the fimction 
' IkI J\i\=i> g(^) — 2 
14 




Hence the series ^ converges tmiformly to an analytic function in ÎÎ,,. Let-
JL=0 
ling p —* r  completes the proof. 
Functions Univalent in a Simply Connected and Bounded Domain 
In this section we introduce analogues of the class S and some of its related 
classes for a general simplj' comiected and bounded domain Q. Afterwards we sl ate 
the main results of this thesis. 
Let be a simply connected and bounded domain in C witli Oil analytic. As­
sume that 0 G i l .  Let be the unique, one-to-one, and analytic mapping of i l  
onto A(0, 1) with y(0) = 0 and (^'(0) > 0. We define classes analogues to the classes 
S, r, C, T, and 5''^' for fi as follows; 
Definition 1.11 Let ,S'(0) denote the class of functions F{z) analytic and univalent 
in il and satisfying F{0) = 0 and F'{0) = 1. 
Definition 1.12 .4 function P(~) analytic in ÇI is  said to he of positive real part i f  
7^(0) = f{f  {P(z)} > 0 for z E il-  Il  e use P(il)  to denotr the class of 
such functions. (The condition P(()) — ! , in.stead of P(i)) = 1. /'.s iniposeil  for f  ( U )  
con venience.) 
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Definition 1.13 /I function F{z) 6 S{^\) is railed convcx if  F{Vt) is a convrx domain 
in C. We denote the class of convex functions in il by C'(fî). 
Definition 1.14 /Issimie that ÎI is sijmmetric about the real axis.  Then a function 
F(s) E S(il)  is called typically real i f  F(z) is real for real values of ~ £ Q and nonreal 
for nonreal values of z E (h li e denote the class of typically real functions in H by 
T ( n ) .  
Definition 1.15 If  i l  is synunetric about origin then xoe nse to denote the 
class of odd functions F{z) E S {il) .  
Assume thai, fl has rapacity 1, dil is analytic, and r/(A) = C \ il for some 
y(z) 6 S. Then by Theorem 1.9 the functions F(z) in the classes defined above have 
'X' 
Falter expajisions F ( z )  = ^  which converge uniformly on compact subsets 
11=0 
of n. 
Assume that H is symmetric with respect to both the real axis and origin. Then 
we note thai if F{z) is in one of the classes defined above then F{z) may lie written 
as 
for some function f { z )  in the corresponding class of A(0, f). Therefore for the Faber 
series of F(z) we use the notation 
F ( z )  =  ' £ A „ { f ) ^ ^ „ ( z )  (1.25) 
ïi=0 
where f ( z )  is the function characterized by (1.21). Now we pose the following prob­
lem: 
iC 
]'rol>leni: If a function F ( z ) ,  is in one of the classes defined above, lias the 
Isabel' expansion given by (1.25), then what can be said about the Faber coefficients 
{'^n(f)}'u=o- (Note that the case f2 = A(0,1) reduces to the problems discussed in 
1.1, ill particular, to the Uieberbach Conjecture and related problems.) 
To investigate this problem we must deal with both exterior and interior map-
])iiigs lor fl. This is very difficult for general domains. Therefore we focus on the 
elliptical domain E, given in Example 1.0.2, for which exterior and interior mappings 
are known. 
The following theorem [IG, p.290] gives the required interior mapping. 
Theorem 1.10 The function 
< f ( z )  =  sin"^ r; 
is lh( onr-lo-one. annliji ic mapping of E onto A(0, 1 ) wUh v?(0) = 0 <in<J v^'(l)) = 
TT 
In the nexl two chapters we investigate bounds for the Faber coefficients of 
functions F(z) in the classes S(E), P{E), C(E), T{E), and .S'<^)(E). 
I or information about .Jacobi elliptic functions see the Appendix. 
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CHAPTER 2. BOUNDS FOR FABER COEFFICIENTS OF 
FUNCTIONS UNIVALENT IN AN ELLIPSE 
We clofiiie S { E )  as tlie class of functions F { z )  which are analytic and univalent, 
on E antl norinalizecl by the conditions F(0) = 0 and F'(0) = 1. We define two 
subclasses of S{E) as 
C ( E )  =  { F { z )  G S ( E )  :  F ( E )  is convex}, 
and 
=  { F (  =  )  e S ( E )  : F {  =  )  is odd). 
In addition, we let P ( E )  denote the class of functions analytic in E  and satisfying the 
conditions /''(O) = |  and ne{F(z)} > 0. (The condition F(U) = —-— 
<y?'(0) tt i v /j v /(u) 
is imposed for convenience.) 
Note that if F [ z )  is in one of the classes defined above then F ( z )  may be written 
as in (1.21) for some f(z) in the corresponding class of A(0,1). 
Let the Faber expansions of functions F ( z )  in the classes indicated above be 
given by (J.25), where the relation between F(z) and f(z) is given by (1.21). In this 
chapter, we obtain sharp bounds for the Faber coefficients Anif), /!,(/), and Aj(f) 
for functions in I he classes S'(E), C'(E), and P[E). In each case, equality is attained 
18 
for l'une Lions given by 
k i z )  - i u { z )  = ^ J (2.]) 
f(,r) = ru(z) = (2.2) 
or 
p ( z )  = ;>o(^) = (2.:}) 
For iunclions in a sharp bound tor /li(/) is obtained and the corresponding 
extremal function in is shown to ])e 
o(z) = ^ 2 - 2 -  (2-1) 
In addition, sharp bounds for certain linear combinations of the Faber coelficienis 
of functions in the classes given above are obtained in Theorems 2.1, 2.5, and 2.0. 
Fxtremal functions in the unit disc are given by (2.1), (2.2), (2.3), and (2.4). as 
b e f o r e .  T h e s e  t h e o r e m s  l e a d  u s  t o  m a k e  c o n j e c t u r e s  f o r  t h e  F a b e r  c o e l f i c i e n t s  A „ { f )  
o f  t h e  f u n c t i o n s  F { z )  i n  t h e  c l a s s e s  S ( E )  ,  C { E ) ,  P { E ) ,  a n d  S ^ ^ ^ E ) .  
Main Results 
We will work with the following expansion for the Faber coefficients, 
of functions analytic in E. 
Lemma 2.1 I f  F ( z )  i s  a n n l y l i c  i n  E  a n d  h a s  f l i t  F a b e r  s e r i e s  g i v e n  b y  ( I . ' 3 0 )  t h e n  
lh< faber coefficients { .  1»}%^ are given by 
/l„ = — / 7'(cos 0) cos vO (10, (n = 0, J, 2, • • • ) 
T T  J o  
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Proof: We have from (1.20) 
F(i-osO) = ^  /l„<I>„(cos<?). (2.5) 
îi=U 
where <l>„(:i') is I lie inoiiic Chebj'shev polynomial of degree n. Substituting 
4>„(cos0) = 2^~" cosiiO 
into (2.5) gives 
tX' 
F(cos0) = ^ /1,,2'~" cos n(^. (2.6) 
n=0 
Multiplying (2.6) by cos ??iO and then integrating from 0 to tt completes the proof of 
the lemma. 
Corollary 2.1 If  Ihe functions in the classes S(E), C'(J'J),  and P(E) have 
the Fal)er i  xpansions, (jivcn by (J. '25),  then the Fabcr cocfjicicnts.  {/1„(./  ))%ij '  
f j ivcn bij  
9" fK 2 f '  
An ( / )  =  777^-77= /  f i ^ f i c o f ^  0 ) )  c o s  i i O  ( 1 0 ,  (;? = 0, 1,2,-• • 
2 A \/A'u /U 
) (2.T) 
Proof; Corollary 2.1 follows from the Lemma 2.1 and the relation (1.21), since 
V>'(U) = ^ .  
TT 
In the next corollary we show that for functions in ,S''^'(/-i'), the even I'aber 
coedicients are 0. 
Corollary 2.2 I f  F { z )  G .s'C^'( f) then A2„{f) = 0, (/? = 0,1.2. • • •)• 
Proof: From (2.7) we have 
2^" 2 fxyz 
A-2»(/) = /p- /  [f{f(cosO)) + f(<^(- cosO))]cos2uO (W, 
11\ v/fi'o 
(11 = 0,1,2. • • • )• 
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Tlius = 0, ( n  = 0,1,2, • • •), because both f ( z )  and (^(^) are odd l'unctions. 
Anol lici représentation formula for the Faber coefficients, is given 
in the following corollary. 
Corollary 2.3 With the same conditions as in the Corollary 2.1. 
2'^")?! r (I" 
-- 2K^o{2n)\ I ( ? )  = 0 , 1 , 2 ,  • • • ) .  ( 2 . 8 )  
Proof: Multiplying the identity 
\/l — 1 • 3 • • • (2/f — 1 ) (Lv" 
[1, p.785] by f(ip(iv)) and then integrating from —1 to L we obtain 
Integrating the right hand side of (2.9) by parts results in 
r \  <I>,(|0 /•I /•/""' 1 L = ,, 3,,, (a,; _ I, j;p;=rl( I - ''I "'l(/(^(»-)))''fr. 
Continuing this jirocess n-tinies yields 
'r*<r. (2.10) 
rhe result follows from Corollary 2.1 by letting a- = cos# in (2.10). 
Theorem 2.1 I f  k ( z ) ,  c ( z ) ,  a n d  p { z )  a r e  < j i v r n  b i j  ( 2 . 1 ) .  ( 2 . 2 ) ,  a n d  ( 2 . 3 ) ,  r e s p r e -
t irdij ,  then ire have 
|.lo(/)| </l..(Â-), f e S  (2.11) 
\ M . n \ < A o ( c ) ,  f e e  (2 .12)  
l U f ) \ < A o ( p ) ,  f e P .  (2.1;]) 
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Pioof: From (2.7) we liave 
Since i^(~) is an odd lïmction we may write 
-MI)  =  2K,/i^ i +  f { ->f (cosO)) ]d f ) .  (2 .1  I )  
Substitntiug (1.1) into (2.1'1) yields 
A ) ( / )  =  j^n- f (cos0)) (10. 
A v/A-o Jo 
rims 
|/lu(./-)| < r'\ f:  \o2nW'"{conO))cW 
since ^ p ( i r )  > 0 lor x  G [0, 1]. Hence (2.11 ) follows from the Bieberbarh conjectnre as 
I /•ir/2 ™ 
I ) I  <  jr-jf= / (E 2"./"(ros<?)) <10 = A^(lc) 
h \/k-o Ju ,7^ 1 
In a similar way, the proof of (2.12) follows from the coefficient estimate (l.T). 
Snbstituting (1.5) into (2.11) gives 
A ) ( J ' )  =  J .  '/j- / [i + è hnf'^"(cos (^)] iW 
h \/ko ,t=i 
1 hns 
|.lo(/)| < [1 + £ \h,„W^"'(cosO)]dO (2.15) 
A v/ft'o -/O 
since y(:r) > 0 for x G [0.1]. Using the coefficient estimate (l.G) in (2.15) yields 
(2.13) as 
< jJ-?fr r" [1 +  2 E /"(cos 0 ) ]  M  =  A o ( i > ) .  
h \ / k o J i )  „=i 
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Theorem 2.2 I f  k ( z ) ,  c { z ) ,  p i z ) ,  a n d  o [ z )  a r e  < j i v c n  b y  ( 2 . 1 ) ,  ( 2 . 2 ) ,  ( 2 . 3 )  a n d  ( 2 . . \ ) ,  
iTspictivchj,  Ihtn 
\ A i { f ) \ < A t ( k ) ,  f e s  (2 .10)  
\ A i { f ) \  <  A i ( c ) ,  f e e  (2.17) 
|/it(.ni</ii(p), f e p  (2.J8) 
U W ) \ < M o ) ,  f e S ^ ' K  (2.1!))  
Proof: From (2.7) we have 
A i ( f )  = [ f i ^ ( ^ ' ^  ^ )) - /(-v?(cos #))] cos 0 do,  (2.20) 
since i^(;c) is an odd fuiicUoii. Subsliliifiiig (f.l) into (2.20) gives 
A i ( f )  =  %_ / [y(co80) + ^  a2„+i¥?''^"'^'(cos <))] cos0 dO. 
A v A'u Jo 
Hence 
| 'h(/)| < ,, "/t- / [Y?(cosO) + ^ |r/.2„+i |v?^""^^(cosé^)] cos^;>r//A 
l \ \ /h\)JO 
since < f ( . r )  > 0 for x  6 [0,1]. As in the proof of I'heorem 2.1, ine(|ualities (2.10) 
and (2.17) result from applying coefficient estimates (1.8) and (1.7), respectively. 
Similai ly, if/(-) G P is given hy (1.5) then 
|'ti(./')| < Tr^TT I ^ |/)2„+ilv?^"+'(cos<^)]cos(!'r//A (2.21) 
since'y?(;r) > 0 for x  G [0,1]. Hence using (1.0) in (2.21) results in (2.18). 
I'or / E S^'^K (2.20) gives 
' U ( f )  =  / /(y(cos 0 ) )  cos 0 dO. 
h vA'o •'0 
Thus 
A i { f ) < — ^ y = = [  \  f  { < p { c o s  0 ) ) \ COS 0 ( 1 0 .  (2.22) 
h v/A'o -/u 
|}y the chstortion theorem 
!.f(~-)l < fes^'K (2.2:{) 
it loi lows from (2.22) that 
!)('(ause 0 < f { - v )  < J for : v  G [0, I]. 
Remark: We can also obtain (2.JG), (2.J7), and (2.18) liy applying (2.8) instead 
of (2.7), and noting that </?'(;r)|,,—cos9 > 0, since (/?(;(•) is increasing for ;r G [—1, !]. 
I'sing i^'(rosO) > 0 for 0 G [U, tt] and the distortion theorem. 
I / ' ( . 0 I  < / € S " >  
in (2,8) leads to (2.19). 
Theorem 2.3 f f k { z ) ,  c ( z ) ,  a n d p { z )  a r c  g i v e n  h y  ( 3 . 1 ) ,  ( 2 . 2 ) . a n d  ( 2 . 3 ) ,  i r s p r r t i v c h j .  
I l l f U  
{A-zLni < A;(kl fGS (2.21) 
l ' U ( f ) \  <  A A c ) ,  f e e  (2.25) 
|.'l2(./')| </l2(/'), .feP. (2.2G) 
Proof: I'Vom (2.7) we have 
'M.!')  = ,."/7- /  f(<^{cos0))cofi20d0. 
h v/ A'o Jo 
'J'lieii 
- M f )  =  /  [ f { i f i ( c o f i 0 ) )  +  f { - < f ( c o s 0 ) ) ] v o s 2 0 ( l 0 .  
f I (Mlce 
Mf) = "/y- I {[/(v?(cos/?))+/(-v7(cos^i))]-[/(v?(sinfl))+/(-v?(sin«))]] cos'2fi</0. 
vi y A'o / u 
(2.27) 
Siihstiititing (1.1) into (2.27) gives 
'•l2(/) = 7r-7f= / []^ "2M(v^"(fos<') - v?'^"(sinf))]cos2/>f/<'. 
Av//.'o-/o 
Since y(:i') > 0 and y(:r) is increasing for x E [0,1], we have 
y^"(cos(;)-/"(sinO) >0, (,? = 1,2,3, - ) for 0 < 0 < ^. 
Thus 
\ ' h ( f ) \  <  /  [ i i  k ' 2 , , | ( Y : ' ^ " ( r o s < ) )  -  v ? ' ^ " ( s i n  < > ) ) ]  c o s  2 < ^ ( W .  ( 2 . 2 8 )  
Using (1.8) in (2.28) gives (2.24). Tn a similar way, (2.2-3) is ohtaineil from the 
coefficient estimate (1.7). If f{z) G P is given by (1.5) then (2.26) follows from 
\ M f ) \  <  f.  ^ rr- I  [I + è  |/'2»|(y^"(roH(^) "  y^"(sin<?))]cos2^f/^ 
A s/h-o Jo ,7^1 
by using the coefficient estimate (l.G). 
Theorem 2.4 I f  k { z ) ,  c(c), and p(z) air given bij  (2.1),  (2.:2}. ami (2.3).  uftpir-
lirrlij ,  Ihrn for n = 0, i ,  2, • • - ,  ivc have 
|.1„(/) ± 2-^"/l,„(/)| < /lu(A ) ± 2-'^"/!,„(/ ), / G X, (2.2!)) 
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|/l„(/) ±  2-2"yl,„(/)| <  A o ( c )  ±  2-'^"/l,„(c), / G C, (2.30) 
and. 
\ M f )  ±  2-'" A2n(f)\ < Mp )  ±  2-"'/I,»(;,), / G P .  (2.31 ) 
Proof: To prove (2.28) lei / E S be given by (1.1) and consider 
=  /  f { c o s  0 ) ) ( I  ±  c o s  2 n 0 )  ( 1 0 ,  (??. = 0,1,2, • • •)• 
J o  
Then 
I n  = ^ [/(y(cos6))) + /(-y(cosO))]( j j: cos277^)f/^ 
= 2 / ^'2my^"'(«>S^;^)](l ±cos2u0)d0. 
•  n i  =  l  
Tims 
I A, I <2 r  |r,2,»k^'"(cosO)](l ± cos2nO)dO. (2.32) 
Hence (2.29) follows from (2.32) by using the coelTicieut estimate (1.8). 
Inequalities (2.30) and (2.31) may be proved in the same way by applying in­
equalities (1.7) and (1.0), respectively. Note that the case n = 0 (with + sign) in 
Theorem 2.-I yields Theorem 2.1. 
Theorem 2.5 //'A'(z), r(z), p(z), a t i d o [ z )  a r c  ( j i v e n  b y  ( 2 . 1 ) ,  ( 2 . 2 ) ,  ( 2 . 3 ) ,  a n d  ( 2 . . ^ ) .  
rfsjHctivcUj, ihf n for ?» = 0,1,2,  • •  -  ,  ice have 
|/1,(/) ± 2-'"-\A , n + i ( f )  ±  2 - ' \ \ 2 „ - i ( f ) \  <  
.4i(A-) ±2-2"-2/l2„+,(^.) ±2-'^"/l2„-,(/-), / e ,S'. (2.33) 
\ A y ( f )  ± 2r'"- 'A , n +i { f )  ± 2 -'"A- 2 „ - d f ) \  <  
.4,(r) ± 2-'^"-M2„+,(C) ± 2-'^"/i,»-i(c), ./• e C, (2.3-1) 
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± 2-2"-M2„+,(/) ± 2-2'Vl2„-i(/)| < 
Ai(p) ± 2-'"-Vl2„+i(/») ± 2-'".42„-I(/.0, / e P, (2.35) 
l/li(/) ± 2-2"-'^/l2„+i(/) ± 2-'^'M2„-,(/)| < 
A,(o) ± 2-2"-2/l,„+, (o) ± 2-'M.2u-i(O), / e (2.30) 
lohrrr A^i( f)  = 0. 
J'lool": Lei / E 6' be given by (1.1) and consider 
Z/,t = [ f{(p{cos0)) COR0(1 ± cos2n0) (10 . 
J o  
TUvn 
A,! = / [/(<^(coR f)) — /"(—(/?(ros ^))] cos <?(! ± 008 2/?^) rW 
J o  
= 2/ [y(cos<?)+ ^ a2m+iy^"'"'"'(cos^i^)] costf(l ±cos2nO)(IO . 
11 (Mice 
|A„| < 2 / [v?(cos0) + ^ (cos^)] cos0( I ± cos2ii0) <1 0 . (2.37) 
)n=l  
Using (1.8) in (2.37) yields (2.33). 
In a similar way, (2.3d) and (2.35) result from the inequaliiies (1.7) and (1.0), 
respectively. 
11' / € then 
' k / 2  
L n  = 2  f f( i p (cosO))cosO{l dc COS 2n0) (10. 
Jo 
Thus 
r J r / 2  |A„| < 2 j \ f((p{cosO))\cosO(l ±cos2nO)(IO. (2.38) 
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So (2.:36) follows from (2.38), liy using the distoitiou llieoreni (2.23). 
Note ilial, (lie case n  = 0 (with + sign) in Tlicoreni 2.5 yields Theorem 2.2. 
Theorem 2.6 I f k ( z ) ,  c ( z ) ,  p ( z ) ,  a n d o { z )  a r e  y i v m  b y  ( 2 . 1 ) ,  ( 2 . 2 ) ,  ( 2 . 3 ) .  a n d  ( 2 . . { ) ,  
rcspccimly. ihrn for ?? = 0, .1, 2,  • • • ,  wc have 
1(2» + I )^l,(/) ± 2-2"-Vl2„+,(/)| < (2,1 + I f A , { k )  ±  2-'^"-'/l,„+t(/.-). ./• e ,S', 
1(2» + I )'/(,(/) ± 2-2"-^/l2,.+i(/)| < (2u + ] )'/1i(c) ± 2-2"-M,„+,(r), / € C, 
1(2» + 1 f A y ( f )  ± 2-'^"-'/!,„+,(/)| < (2» + l)^4i(/.) ± 2-^"-U,»+,(/,), / e R 
1(2" + 1 )'^-1i(/) ± 2-'^"-M2n+i(/)| < (2n + l)'^4,(o) ± 2-'^"-^.'l,,.+,(«), / € 
Proof: Let 
A/„ = f /(i^(cos 0))[(2?? + 1 )^ cos 0 ± cos (2;? + 1 dO. 
J o  
Then Theorem 2.6 is proved by using the argument of Theorem 2.3 and noting that 
(2/? 4-1)^ cos0 ± cos (2?î + 1 )<? > 0, 0 E [0,27r). 
We note that the case ?) = 0 (wilh + sign) in Theorem 2.6 gives Theorem 2.2. 
Tlieoiems 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.0, and 2.6 lead us to make the following conjectures: 
Conjecture 2.1 |/1„(/)| < /l„(A'), ( n  =  0,1,2,• • •), / e S .  
Conjecture 2.2 |.4„(./')I < ^4„(r), (;? = 0,1,2, • • •), ./' E C .  
Conjecture 2.3 |.4»(.f)| < ^n(i'), (" = 0,1,2, • • •). / G P -
Conjecture 2.4 |/l„(/)| < /l„(o), ( n  = 0,1,2, • • •), ./' e S ^ ' ^ K  
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CHAPTER 3. ON THE FABER COEFFICIENTS OF FUNCTIONS 
UNIVALENT IN AN ELLIPSE 
III lliis chapter, we obtain siiarp bounds lor tlie Faber coefficients 
of functions F{^) in the classes C(E), T(E), and P{E). We also show that e(|naiil,y 
h o k l s  i f  a n d  o i d y  i f  f { z )  =  r ( z ) ,  f { z )  =  k { z ) ,  a n d  f ( z )  =  ] > ( z ) ,  w h e r e  c ( . r ) ,  h - ( z ) ,  
and p{z) are given by (2.2), (2.f), and (2.3), respectively. Hence, in all three cases, 
extremal functions are unique unlike the analogues results for the A(0,1 ). This shows 
that the (Joiijectnres 2 and 3 made in Chapter 2 are true. In addition, we restiite 
Conjectures I and 4 made in Chapter 2 explicitly l>y evaluating A„{h) and /l„(o) 
where /,'(.:) is the Koebe function given by (2.1) and o(~) is given by (2.1). 
Main Results 
Let T denote one of the sets C, T, and P. Then T is a compact set. Hence 
the closed convex hull of J- ^  cô(.F), is also compact and since /1,,(./ ) is a continuous 
linear functional 
M = max |/l,i(/)| 
/eco(.'F) 
exists. In addition, we have 
max|,4„(/)|= niax |/l„(/)|. (3.1) 
ext(co(:F)) 
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Using (3.1) wilh Theoienis 1.3, 1.1, and 1.2, we see that the piobleni of maxi­
mizing |/l,i(/)| over the classes C, T, and P reduces to the problem of maximizing 
the values of |/l„(c0)| {0 G [0,27r)), [0 G [0,7r]), and {0 G [0,27r)) 
o\er 0, respectively. 
In the following theorems we evaluate the values of /l,((co), A„(to),  and 
where A,i(f) is given by (2.7). We need to use different countours for different 
( ( u a d r a n t s  o f  0 .  S o  e a c h  t h e o r e m  i n c l u d e s  o n e  c p i a d r a n t  o f  0 .  
Theorem 3.1 If  C Q ( Z ) is given by (l .S) tliei) 
where 0 < a(0) < — is (jivrn by 
V?[cos (o(/?) + •^)] = e~'®, U < 0 < ^  loUh T  =  
4 2 K 
Proof: The function cos z maps the rectangle R with vertices at the points — —, 
1 
TT -, 7r + -—, and —- onto E. Therefore the function (^(cosz) maps /f onto A(0.1) 
4 I 4 
with 
V3[cos(a(/) + ^ )] = e"", 0 </• < ^ (3.2) 
where a ( i )  increases from 0 to — as t  increases from U to —. 
Integrate the function h ( z )  =  c g ( ' ^ ( ç o s  z ) ) e ' " '  over the parallelogram A BCD 
with vertices at the points —tt, tt, t t t . and 7rr — 27r, respectively. From (3.2) we see 
that c\(/^) 4—— is a pole of h ( z )  inside ADCD. 
'1 
Let 
/A" = Kr 
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and icl'or to sn as ,sii z for convenience. TJien 
i/p(cos(7rr - z)) = y/hsn + ^ )) ~ \Aû®" {j} ~ 
since sn z is doubly periodic with periods 2iK' and 4A'. Thus 
V?(cos z) = y(cos (—z)) = c^(cos (7rr — z)). (3.3) 
It follows from (3.3) that is the other pole of //(z) inside A B C D .  So 
4 
Ijy the residue theorem 
^ABCD - 27r?(ReSo.(e)4.i^ + Res_,,(g)+3^ ) (3.1 ) 
where Hes-o denotes the residue of the function /;(z) at the point z = z^. 
The contribution of the integrals on B C  and D y \  cancel each other l)ecause /;(z) 
is a j)eriodic function with period 27r. Now 
I  h [ ~ ) ( l z =  f  //(.r) (/;!• = 2 / Cfl((^(cos;(•))cos ;?;r f/:r (3.5) 
J A B  J — T T  J O  
and 
r  f O  
/  h {z) d z =  / h (:v + K T  — 2ïï) ( lx  = — /;(.r + 7rr) (•/;)• 
JCD Jiir Jo 
From (3.3) we obtain 
/  h { z ) ( h  =  — f co{(f (cos :r)) <lx = 2 • 2 /  co('^(cos .v)) coi^ ux d.r.  
./(  7J Jo Jo 
(3.0) 
Then adding (3.5) and (3.G) results in 
i  /)(z) f/z = 2( 1 — 2~''" ) / c o ( f { c o s x ) ) c o s i i x  ( I x .  (.3.7) 
Jabcd Jo 
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To rvaluate ReScv(e)+ia, expand llie fuiu'tioa cg(\/T^s\i(u + i/o)) about u = 0, 
wliere 
"0 = ^ ^^-0(0)-^^. (3.8) 
Tlio addition I'orintila for sn u [8, p.33] yields 
r r  , ,  s  \ / ï ^ s i \ u c n  u o d n  u o  +  \ / J ^ s n  t i o n v i u h )  I I  
VA'u sn { u  +  H o )  =  ^ 7 ,  3 3.U 
^ 1 - li'o sa ^ uo sn 
when- cn z and dn z refer to cii ^ and dn ^, respecl ively. It follows from 
(3.2) that 
\/i^  su Uu = e~'\ 0<0< .^ (3.10) 
'Jo evaluate en i/o and dn i<o employ the identities 
sn + en ^z = 1 [8, p.25] (3.11 ) 
and 
Agsn ^z + dn ^z = 1 [8, p.25]. (3.12) 
To determine whether to use + or — sign for cn »o and tin «o check the signs of 
Hx [cu (x — ^)} and /fc{dn(;i' — ^)], respectively. Deduce from the addition for­
mulas for cut/ and dn i/ [8, p.34] 
iK'\  /1 4- /'o cn X + i  sn :i- dn x 
cn 1 X 
2 / V ^"o 1 4- A'u sn 
and 
, ( iK'\  \/\ + /'u (du X + /'A'o sn x cn x) da ;(• 
2 y f + hi) sn '^x 
Thus /?f {cn(:r — ^)} > 0 and /?c{dn(:i' — ^)] > 0 for x E [0. A] since cn :r 
decreases from J to 0 and da;c decreases from 1 to ^I — for x G [U.A]. Ilencc 
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using (3.11) and (3.12) we obtain 
CUîto = \ 1 -
^'o 
and 
dii i/o = yl — /«"ot-
(.'lioosing the j)rincipal brancli as —tt < arg z < ;r we obtain 




< "  +  =  , , ^ , 2  m ' / 2 „  + 
0 < arg (dn i/o) < 
0 < arg(cn »odn i /o)  <  ^  
4 
\/Â^ en I/o dn i/o = ie '^(1 + A',j — 2Ao cos 20)^^^. 
sn u = i' — ;:^(1 + Ao)i/^ + • • • [8, p.37], 
cn 1/ = 1 — — i/^ + • • • [8, p.37], (3.1.1) 
dn i/ = 1 — — [8, p.37], (3.1 (I) 
and (3.13) in (3.Î)) and doing necessary calculations result in 




(v (I - :))) = + IL,+ 
lltMice we oljlaiii 
nes„„n.- = 
111 a similar way, residue of h ( z )  at the point —(\(0) + may l>e obliiined as 
4 
Res 
jj. ^—I (5 2—3ii p - ino ( fl ) 
2 K ( 1  +  h i  -  2 A ' o c o s 2 ( ; ) ^ / " '  
Substituting (3.18) and (3.19) into (3.1) yields 
—2 i6t_)—11 
h ( z ) ( h  =  : — :  r 7 7 ( t : ' " " " ' '  -  2 - 2 " e - ' ' " " " ' > ) .  
abcd A'( l  + k 'è-  2A-U COS ' lo f^  
Comparing (3.7) and (3.20) gives the desired result. 
For 0 in other quadrants, proofs are similar to the proof of Theorem 3.1. Tliere-
fcjie we will state the theorems and then in the proofs indicate only the integration 
rountours and poles of l } ( z )  inside the countours. 
Theorem 3.2 f f  c o ( z )  i s  g i v e n  b y  ( l . S )  t h e n  
(  — \ y i T r ' ^ ( : - ' O l  f - i n o { n - 0 )  _ 9-2II ,.iiic>(!r-0)\ _ 
trhcrc n{0) is as in Theorem 3.1. 
Proof: Integrate the function h { z )  = cg(y(cos z))6"' - over I he parallelogram 
A f J C D  with vertices at the |)oints 0, 27r, 37r + zrr, tt + T T T .  Inside A B C D  there are 
two poles of h { z )  at the points k — a(7r — 0) + ^  and TT + o(7r — 0) + 
4 4 
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Theorem 3.3 I f  C f f ( z )  i s  g i v e n  b y  ( 1 . 3 )  i h e n  
I  \njj.2 -iSj Jna{0-K) _ o-2i i  - i ) ic . (e - ; r ) \  q_  
where o(Û) Âs as in Theorem 3.1. 
I'rool": Integrate the fnnction h { z )  =  c@(y(ros over tlie parallelogram 
A B C D  with vertices at the points 0, 27r, 37r — ttt, and tt — - K T .  Inside A B C D  , there 
are two ])oles of h { z )  at the points tt — a ( 0  — tt) — ^ and tt + (\{0 — k) 
4 4 
Theorem 3.4 I f  c e { z )  i s  g i v e n  b y  ( 1 . 3 )  t h e n  
^ 2  - i f ) /  - h i a ( 2 i T - S )  _  . ) - 2 v  J n n C l K - O )  \  o -
4A"^v/^(i-2-""')(l4-A-2-2/.-ocos2é^)'^'^' 2 (?/- 0,1, 2, • • •) 
where are is in Theorem 3.1. 
Proof: Integrate the fnnction h ( z )  = cg(y(coszover the parallelogiain 
A B C D  with vertices at the points —tt, 7r, —wt,  and —2n — t t t .  Two poles of h(z) 
occnr at the points n(27r — 0) — and —n(27r — 0) — — 
4 4 
Theorem 3.5 I f  p g ( z )  i s  g i v e n  b y  ( 1 . 2 )  I h e n  
A„(po) -  {) <0 < 2n-, ( n  = 0, 1,2, • • •)• 
The j)roof is similar to the proofs of Theorems 3.1-3.4. 
Since the function 
1 - 2 : +  ^ ^ " 
has a donhle pole at = 0 we will treat this case separately. (Note that for 0 = 0, 
/o(z) becomes the Koebe function.) 
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Theorem 3.6 I f  k ( z )  i s  g i v e n  b y  ( 2 . 1 )  t h e n  
Proof: Inipgrato llie function h ( z )  = ^•(</)(corover tlie coun1 our used in 
(lie proof of Theorem 3.1. Inside the parallelogram /[BCD, there are two double 
poles of li{s) at tlie points — and —So by the residue theorem 
< f  h { z )  ( I z  =  2 n i ( ] { e s m :  +  R f s ^ ) .  (3.21) 
jabcd -  •'  
As ill I'iieorejn 3.1, 
<f /((')(/^ = 2(I — 2~''") / Â'(c^(cos;r))cosj?;iw/;r. (3.22) 
Jabco Jo 
To find I?esi^ expand k ^\/%^sn (^ii.  + K — about u = 0. Doing necessary cal­
culations we obtain 
(v (i -  =) ) )  = -4A->,| _ + " 
Writing 
e'"~~ = = 2-"[l + in (~ "  ^ )  + • • •] 
and niulliplying (3.23) by (3.24) yields 
(3.21) 
Resfz = —2 "iii-
4/\2(l-Au)"' 




-  i K ^ l - k o f  
Subsiitutiiig (3.25) and (3.26) into (3.21) yields 
7r^;2-"(] +2-'^") 
L'lquating (3.22) and (3.27) and solving for A„{k') gives the desired result. 
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Theorem 3.7 I f  t o { z )  i s  g i v e n  b y  ( J . 4 )  t h e n  
~ 4/^2^/^(1 - 2-2")sill0(1 + kl -  2A:ucos20)'/'^' ^ ^ ^  " 2' 
where e\{0) is as in Theorem 3.1. 
Piool'; Integrate the function h { z )  =  /o((^(cosz))e"'' over the rectangle PQRS 
w i th vertices at the points —tt, tt, — tt + ïït, and —tt + ttt. The poles of h{z) occur 
at the points c for which 
Y?(cos z) = e~'®, 0 < 6) < ^ 
and 
y (cos z) = e'", 0 < 0 < ^ 
We found in Theorem 3.1 that solutions of (3.28) inside PQRS are c\(0) + and 
— n ( l ) )  +  ——. Similarlv, solutions of (3.29) inside PQRS are found to he —n((^) + — 
3 TTT '  
and (i((?) H —. So by the residue theorem 
4 
~ 27rf'(ReS(,(0)+Y^ + + Hes_t,(0)+Y + )- (•^••^'0 
By periodicity of h { z )  integrals over Q R  and S P  cancel each other. We have 
I P Q  
and 
/  h [ z ) d z  = 2  j t f i ( ip{cos  x ) )  e o s n x  d x  
Jro ./() 
f h ( z ) d z =  f /(?(i^(cos(:r 4-7rT)))t"'^''+'' ' ' 'J:r. 
i \  s  •/ TT 
Using (3.3) in (3.32) gives 
I  h { z )  d z  = — 2  •  2 ~ ^ "  I  l $( ip ( e o s x ) ) c o s n x  d x .  
•hi s ./o 
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Adding (3.31) and (3.33) yields 
(f h ( z )  d z  =  2(1 — 2"*'^) f t g ( ^ p { c o s  x ) ) c o s n x  d x .  (3.31) 
J P Q U S  J o  
It follows from (3.17) 
wIkm'c Vu is given by (3.8). Hence 
j + /g _ 2ho cos 20)^^'^ • 
To (ind Iles_„((,)^.3i7; expand the function /g( \/Â^sn (r + Cu)) about v = 0, where 
2K fW •iKT\ 
"„= —(_-+a(9)-—j 
The axhlil ion formula for the .Jacobi elliptic sine function gives 
fT I  , \ V%(s]i V  cn t'o dn Vo + sn I'o cn v  dn r) 
J ko sn I' + I'o = 1 Jo 5 à • ((.)(' 
^ i — A'gsn^t'osn n' 
We have 
y^sn I'o = e'", U < 0 < ^. 
liy using addition fornuilas for cn u and dn u we can easily show thai. 
Re .V - ^  1 ^ > 0 
and 
a„ 
for  A < X < 2 K .  1 
(..-•2/6 
^•""°  =  V'  i .  
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and 
du I'o = —\/\ — kx)e~'^'^. 
Tlierrfore (3.13) results in 
\l('II ''o du l'y = —ic '"( I -)- /lïy — 2A'u cos 2(^) ^ . (3.31 ) 
Using (3.11), (3.15), (3.16), aud (3.37) in (3.30) and doing some manipulation gives 
yi^sn (t> + uu) = e~'^ — ?e~'^( l + /,•„ — 2/.'o cos2^^)'^^i' H . 
'J'Iuis 
(v + i'o)) = ;— —— ^—[-•••. 
2 sin (/(I + A'u — 2kucos20) '  v 
As a result. 
7r2~^"r 
4A' sin Oi I + A'g - 2Â'o cos 20)'^' '  
(,'lioosing a principal branch we obtain 
y/h) — y 1 — = —/'( '"(l + A'o — 2^'uCos2<>);r'/'^. (3.3!)) 
Then using the al>ove argument with (3.3U) gives 
7r2~"f 
and 
7r2~^"c"'"'' ' '  
Substituting (3.35), (3.38), (3.40), and 3.11) into (3.30) yields 
.  .^2-"(l + 2-)si,wm(m 
/rgns A' sin (?( 1 + Ag - 2iS-„ cos 20 ) ' ' 
E(|uatiug (3.34) and (3.42) gives the desired result. 
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Theorem 3.8 I f  i e { ^ )  i c  g i v e n  b y  ( 2 . 1 )  t h e n  
where <\(0) is as in Theorem 3.1. 
Prool": Similar to the proof of llieorein 3.7. 
In I he following three theorems we obtain shar]) bounds for the Faber coefficients 
of functions in the classes C'(E), P(E), and T(E). We first need the following two 
lemmas: 
Lemma 3.1 I f  n ( 0 )  i s  g i v e n  b y  ( 3 . 2 )  t h e n  a ' { 0 )  d e c r e a s e s  a s  0  i n c r e a s e s  f r o m  0  t o  
7r/2. 
Lemma 3.2 I f  a ( 0 )  i s  g i v e n  b y  ( 3 . 2 )  t h e n  
I»'" 0 < ( ) < 1  
s i u O  - 2 I \ ( l - k o ) '  -  - 2 '  
Proof of Lemma 3.1: We have from (3.2) 
V (I - "<"> - T) - (k) = I 
Hence we olitain 
< \ ' ( ( ) )  = ie TT 
Thus it follows from (3.13) that 
2A'[(1 -A'o)^ + 4Aosin"g] / -
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Hence 
= < 0 
A'[(l-A-o)''+4A-osin^C 
since 0 < ^  < —, and Lemma 3.1 follows. 
Proof of Lemma 3.2: Let 
g { 0 )  =  a'(0) sin 0  — sina(0), 0  <  0  <  ^ .  
It. follows from Lemma 1 
(j'{0) = n'(O)cos0 — n'(^)cosn(0) > n'(0)(cosf — cos(3.13) 
TT . TT 
since cx(0) increases from 0 to — as 0 increases from 0 to — and c\'{0) decieases as 0 
increases from 0 to — we have 
o(g) > 0, 0 < 0 < 7r/2. (3.4 1) 
Tims it follows from (3.43) and (3.44) that ( j ' [ 0 )  > 0, i.e. 
= ira-
Hence (3.45) yields 
I sin ??n(())| _ I sin fm(0)| sin a(^) ^ vw 
sin ^ sin n(/7) sin 2 h ' ( \ — l - ,  
which completes the proof of Lemma 2. 
Theorem 3.9 I f  < i ~ )  =  C ( , ( z )  =  a n d  f  E  C ,  t h e n  
°  W V R d - W d  +  z - » " ! '  
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Proof: Using (3.1) wiili T =• C and Tlieoieni 1.3 it is euougli to show that 
We will give llie proof for only 0 Ç TT . For otlier values of 0 proofs may l)e ["•2 .  
given by using either Theorem 3.2 or Theorem 3.3 or Theorem 3.4 depending on the 
((uach ant of 0. Using Theorem 3.1 it suffices to show 
(1 - 2 - ^ " f  + 4 • 2-2" sin^ n c y ( O )  ^ ( I - f  
{ L  -  k u f + 4 k u s m ' f J  -  { i  - k „ y '  
or equivalently 
i-
It follows from Lennna 3.2 that 
sin^ 
0 ~ 4A''!(1 -
Thus the proof is com))leted if we show 
ttV ^ Ao2^"(l -2-^")^ 
< , ,2 '  , = ) 
4A"^(l-A-o)' - d - k , / '  
or 
n  
f 2 " ( i - 2 - ^ " ) r  . . .  1 lie setjuence < > is an nicreasiug sequence. Hence 
\ ) 7Ï —1 
wliieh completes the proof for /! = 1,2, • • •. We may include n  = 0 since (3.1(5) holds 
(riviallv in tliis case. 
Theorem 3.10 I f  p ( z )  =  i \ \ [ z )  —  y-— and / 6 P. I hoi 
<  A n ( p )  = 2 A n ( c ) .  (». = 0,1,2, •••). 
Proof: Using (•'{.!) with = P and Theorem 1.2 it sullices to show that, 
^max^ |/l„(pg)| = Anipo) = A,{p)-
Hence Theorem 3.10 follows from ThcKuems 3.5 and 3.9. 
Theorem 3.11 I J  k ( z )  i s  t h e  h o c b e  f u n c i i o n  a n d  f  G T, then 
( N o l f  t h e  p r o o f  f o r  V  =  0 ii  fjivcn in Throran 2.2.) 
Proof; Using (3.1) with !F —T ajid Theorem 1.1 il is enough lo show that 
~ ''^iiCo) — ''Li( ^  '  
We ol)tain from 'J'heorein 3.7 and Lemma 3.2 
|.l„(/o)| < — — P7-. {)<()<-
SK-'y/kA I -  l ,-o){ I - 2-2" )( I + k'è - 2k> cos 261)'/^ 
^ w'h) 
~ 8A")v%(i -A'u)^(i -2-2")' 
Ilence 
|'4„(^o)| < A , , ( ! > ' ) ,  [ ) < ( ) <  — .  
Proof for — < 0 < 7T follows from Theorem 3.8 in the same wav. 
Note that here we also showed tliat 
=  A „ { k ) .  
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Tlieorems 3.9 and 3.10 show that. Cionjectures 2 and 3 made in ( 'liapler 2 are 
trne. Theorem 3.0 implies that Conjertnre 1 may be written expliril ly as 
and 
A o ( f )  <  A,(A:) = 10.5984, / e 6'. 
I^root ()[' this conjecture lor the cases n = 0, 1,2 are given in Tlieorenjs 2.1. 2.2, and 
2.3. respectively. 
lb replace (Jonjecl.ure 4 l>y an ex])licit conjecture we evaluate A„(o) where «(: ) 
is given by (2.4). 
Theorem 3.12 I f  o ( z )  i s  < j i v t n  h i j  ( 2 . 4 ) ,  i h n i  
( N o h  W (  s h o w e d  i n  ( \ > r o l l a r i j  2 . 2  i h n i  i f  f  £  I h e n  A i u d )  =  0 . ^  
Proof: Integrate the function /f(r) = o(i^(cos c))e"'" over the parallelogram with 
vertices at. the points tt —•^,37r——, and —7r + ^ . Inside the parallelogram, 
t here are lour poles of li(.v) at the ])oints —, ir , tt — and 27r —. The rest 
4 -1 "I 1 
of the proof is similar to the proof of the Theorem 3.7. 
We now restate Conjecture 4 as follows: 
If / 6 then 
2 
- 4 (I -- Ao)(i 4- 2-'"4-2)' (" " 
Note I hat t he j)roof of this conjecture for ii  = 1 is given in Theorem 2.2. 
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CHAPTER 4. CONCLUSION 
Summary 
111 Cliapter 2, we foiiiicl sharp bonn<ls for the Fabor coeiricieiits /\o, and Az of 
funclions F(z) in the classes S{E), C{E), and P(E). We also found a sharp honiid 
for (lie Fa her co(>(firient Ai of functions F{z) in tlie class In addition, we 
obtained sharp bounds for certain linear combinations of the Faber coefficients of 
f u n c t i o n s  F { z )  i n  t l i e  c l a s s e s  S { E ) ,  C { E ) ,  P ( E ) .  a n d  S ^ ' ^ ^ E ) .  
Ill ('ha|)ter we obtained sharp bounds for the Faber coellicieiits {ii = 
0.of functions E(z) in the classes C(E), P[E), and T{E). Then we made 
conjectures for bounds of the Faber coefficients /l,i, (;) = 0,1,2. • • • ) of functions F[:.) 
i n  t h e  c l a s s e s  S ( E ) ,  a n d  S ^ ^ \ E ) .  
Future Work 
Two conjectures made in Cha))tcr îî are future research problems. We will men­
tion some other ful ure work problems about "Faber transformations." 
bet n be bounded, siiii|)ly connected domain in C wilh analytic boundary and 
let he the Faber |)olynomials associated with (). If ,/'(c) = is 
M=() 
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analytic in A((), 1), tlicu we define the Faber Iransfoniialiou of f ( . v )  l>y 
n=0  
Hy Tlieoreni f .0.9, the Faber transformât,ion of f ( z ) ,  F ( ^ ) ,  is analytic in il .  It is clear 
that if /(-) is a polynomial of degree v then so is F{^). Ellacott [9] showed that if 
f(:) is a rational fnnction then so is F{(). So it. is natural to ask whether a properly 
of/(-) is preserved by the Faber transformation. .Johnston [If] showed that if/(.:) 
is analytically continuable across a subarc of |z| = f then so is F{C) analytically 
continuable across a subarc of Now we ask the following three future work 
problems: 
I. If /(~) E //' '(A(0. f )). (p > 0) (see [8]) then is there a <j > 0 for which 
/' '(O € //' '(Î2)? If so, what is the best value of </? 
2. If/( :) is dilferentiableon A(0, f) then what can be said about differentiability 
of F{C) on n? 
1. If f ( z )  is univalent in A(0,1) tlien what, can be said about univalence of F(C,) 
in W! 
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APPENDIX JACOBI ELLIPTIC FUNCTIONS 
In lliis section we give a snniniary of some of llie basic propeilies of (lie Jacobi 
elli])lic fuiu'tions. (See [13, Chapters I and 2]) 
We first, need to introduce four tlieta functions: 
Theta Functions 
Definition The first theta Junclion Oi(z|r) for z £ C, > 0 is dfjincil by the 
SI ries 
Oi{~\T)^-i ^ (-l)"exp{?[(/ï + ;^)^7r7 + ('2;) + l)r]}. 
)! = —CO " 
Let <1 be defined by tlie ecjuation q = e'"^. Since > 0 we have |f/| < 1. Tlie 
parameters r and q are called the parameter and iiome, respectively, of the 0 \ { Z \ T ) .  
Dependence of (:|r) on the nome q is shown by 
O i ( z . q )  =  - i  ^  ( , \ . |  )  
llie aeries on the right hand side of (A.l) converges uniformly for V:: G C since 
|f/| < I. Using the identity 
( = cos a + i  sin n 
we of,lain from (A.l) anothe r  r e p r e s e n t a t i o n  o f  ( ) \ ( ~ , q ) :  
Oi{z,q) = 2^ (-l)'V/<"+5'%in(2/) + l)r. 
ii=U 
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It is riear that 0\{z)  = is an odd, entire, and periodic function of ~ with 
jxM'iod ' I n .  
Definition The second Ihcia funclion, O-ii-)- dejinxd by 
Ih{z) = 0,(z+'^) = f; 
U=--'X' 
= ^ COS (2?? + .1 
;i=0 
Hence Oz('^) is an even, entire, and periodic function of z with period 27r. 
Definition The fourih fhela futicHov., <7^(z). is dt jin<d hij 
7l = —-X» 
= 1 +2X^(-.l)'V/''cos2n.î. 
ïî=I 
Note that 0^\(z) is an even, entire, and periodic function of z with period tt. 
Definition The third fhela funclion. O-^iz), is defined bij replacing z hij + ^  in 0.\(r:). 
i . f .  
" » = —'X' 
•X' 
= J + 2 ^  q"^ cos 2nz 
U = \  
Note that 0:i(z) is also an even, entire, and periodic function of ~ with period k. 
[because of the identity O I ( Z  + T T T )  =  — ( ( J E ^ ' ' )  K T  is called a ({nasi-period 
of wilh periodicity factor —(qe^'') Writing A = and p = il. is easy 
(o \'erify the followijig identities: 
(h(^) = —^'i(~ + 71") = —/\Oj(z + ttt) = A^^i(r + TT + TTT). (A.2) 
= —O-iiz + tt) = XO-ziz + TTT) = —XOji- + TT + TTT). 
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0 : ^ { z )  =  0 s ( z  +  tt) = \0.i{r: + 7rr)  =  A^3(z + tt + 7rr) ,  
== -H Tf) == —A^^^(.;-t-7rr) = — A(!'^(c + 7r-f-7rr), (A.'{) 
^i(') = —fh{~ + "ij) = —iiiO,i{z + —) = —iii.Oj,{z + — + —), (A.-l) 
(J2(~) = + —) = + —) = 
^ + = /'^2(~ + —) = 4- — + —), 
0.\{z) — 0:i{z + —) — —ifiOiiz + — ) = —ifiOiiz + — + —)• 
It follows tVoin (0) = 0 and (A.2) that tlie zeros of #i(z) occur at the |)oiiits 
:  = ruTT + iiTTT where iv and ii are integers. ']'he zeros of tlie ollier three theta 
riinctions can then be obtained i'roni equations (A.l) as follows; 
0 2 ( Z )  = 0 when z = ^7» + j tt + I I T C T ,  (A.5) 
(i:i(z) = 0 when z = ^iii + ^ + (" + (A.O) 
0 ,i( Z )  = 0 when z = I H K  + T T T .  (A.7) 
Jacobi's Elliptic Functions 
Definition Tlx .J<icobi'f> tUipiic functions snu.rnit.  and (Inn nrr (hjinrd in Irrnis 
of llx llidd fiinriions as follows: 
Os(0)()i " 
(WOA  ' " 
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om<h ' 




o,{0)(), '  " 
o m  
Definition The modulus <nid complevicniary modulus oflhr Jacobi (llipiic firnclions 
(iiT ffirrii hij llir formulds /.•y = '''•'•7'' 
I lie lollowing identities can be lonud in [J3]; 
ki + //' = I, 
•sii '^v + en = 1, (A.8) 
(111 ^(/+/>'o sn ^ 1/ = 1, (A.!)) 
clii — A,) on = k'^. 
Definition The ronslnnts K and A"'. <m: dtfiiied by the rflations A = ^7r//'j(()) and 
I K '  =  K T .  
Zeros of sn u, cn u, and dn u 
Zeros of sn I/, en», an r l  dn » occ u r  a t  t h e  z eros of Oi I —^—|. 0, \—r^—1. and 
\ o m )  [ o m j  
O-.s I . J • respectively. 'I'hns it follows from (A.5). ( A.tl). and (A.7) tliat 
sn If = 0 when u = 'ImK + 2iuK'. 
cn If = 0 when u = (2ni + 1 )A + '2iti K'.  
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(111 II. = 0 when II = (2)11 + 1 ) A' + i{2n + 
Poles of sii u, cii u, and dn u 
I'lic riiMcUoiis sir». Cli ff, and dn ». are analytic lor all coin|)lex iiiiiiibers except 
those satisl'ying fit  ( j = 0. Hence we deduce from (A.7) that the poles of tJie 
V^av")/ 
riinctions sut/, cn?(, atid dn?/ occur at I lie points ii  = 2inJ\'  + i(2n + I )J\' .  
Double Periodicity of the Elliptic Functions 
It follows from the definition of the function sn it  and the periodicity of the functions 
Oi{ii) and 0.i(ii) tliat 
.  , A - , = „  
I I I  addition, iising (A.2) and (A..'3) gives 
S I I  ( / /  +  2 i K ' )  =  ^ = sn ». 
+'1 
Tims sn ti  has two jieriods given by IK and 2iK'. 
ll may be shown in a similar way that en» has two periods given by lA and 
2l\ + 2iK' and dn » has also two periods, given by 2I\ and 
Period Parallelogram 
Suppose an elliptic function f { z )  has two periods 2»', and 2(('-2. Let = 2u7»', + 
2/n/ '2 where m and n are integers. A parallelogram with vertices at the points il , , , . , , '  
lî ,„ + i. ,i ,  and is called a period parallelogram. Two points .r and ir 
r>î 
willi = w (mod 2(f'i,2{(.'2) are called coiigi lient points. Tlius for eacli pair oC coii-
gnieiit points z and we lia.ve f(z) = f(ic). llence f(z) is coin|)letely determined 
by its \ al lies inside and on a pair of adjacent sides of a ])eriod parallelogram. 
Addition Theorems 
VVe slate the following addition theorems for sn », en», and dn ». Proofs of these 
ideni il ies can he found in [13]: 
sn » cn V  dn v  + sn v  cn » dn » 
sn (» + ") = 
cn (» + r) = 
1 — A'o sn '^»sn ''^(.ï 
cn V cn V — sn ?/ sn r dn » dn v 
1 — A'u sn '^u sn 
and 
, , , dn » dn r — H sn » sn r cn » cn r du(i( + r) = 
1 — Â'q sn'•^» sn 
Maclaurin Expansions of sn u, cn u. and dn ii 
The following formnlas for the derivatives of the functions sn », en», dn » can l)e 
found in [13]: 
(I , 
— sn » = cn 11 dn », 
d» 
<•1 , 
— cn » = —sn » dn », 
( I I I  
dn » = —A',) sn » en». (A.12) 
d» 
Repeated applications of (A.10), (A.Jl). and (A.12) and using sn(0) = II. 
cn (0) = I, dn (0) = I yield 
sii » = » — —(1 + A'y)»' + 1 + 11 A', J + /'(I)» '  — • • •. 
5'1 
cil ?< _ i — — 4- I + Mc^)u ' — 
Zl 4!  
and 
d n  Î A  =  I  —  +  " Y i +  ^' o ) " ^  —  •  •  • .  
Elliptic Functions with Imaginary Argument 
Tlic lonnidas given below can be lonnd in [13]: 
. .sn (»,//) . sn (/»,/.•(,) 
sn (/i/, ki) = I —-——sn ((/,, k ) = —-——. 
a \ { u , k ' )  cn(/i/;,A'o) 
(In ku) = —7-^777^ <lii //) = 
c-n(u,A'') cn (/i/,/,•()) 
Inverse Jacobi Elliptic Functions 
11 le resUicled function 
?; = sn (;r, Au), 0 < :r < A' 
is 1-1, and hence, will liave an inverse. Writing 
ir = sn ko) jni|)lies sn w = .v, 0 < x < A, 0 < ;r < 1. 
Hence (A.10). (A.8), and (A.9) yield 
-— = cn tcdn ic = \/( 1 — x^)( I — 
tU(.' * 
Tims 
sn ~'(.r,/,;„) = w = f *" ,  0 < r < 1. 
•/o J\ _ ri, /1 — L-^ri v/T^ynn^" 
In a similar wav we obtain 
cn '(;r.Ao)= / , =. 0 < ;r < I. 
